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Dare: I dare you to let the Bible
get in the way of what you
believe, to investigate the Man,
Christ Jesus Himself, then come
to your own honest conclusion
without any preconceived
notions or agendas because...
Truth: is exactly what He
claimed to be. Your own entire
eternal future hinges on just
Who you say that He is.
(Mt 16:15, Jn 14:16)
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Many times I hear folks
make statements about
the bible or about the
sayings of Jesus, yet I
notice that most of these
statements are based on
hearsay or personal
opinion. I used to do the
same thing myself, until I
actually opened up the
bible and read it and
thought about what I was
reading.
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I used the logic and
reasoning skills that God
gave me. What happened
was that my religious
views got totally
shattered.
I'll take truth over
tradition any day. My
hope and prayer for you is
that you will, at the very
least, get the question
forever settled in your
heart personally:
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Who am I? Why am I here?
What's to become of me?
What’s the point?
If you've found what God truly
has to say about you, respond
by obeying the gospel and
trusting in Christ as your
Savior. That’s the necessary
starting point.
If not, ask yourself this one
last question if you find
you're still in doubt or denial:
"What more could God have
done to convince me of His
love for me?"
4

Stop waiting around and
make a decision today to
get real with God and find
out the truth. Get some
substance underneath
your standpoint.
Read the bible and take
your time with it. You'll
never regret it.
Questions to
Heirforce@aol.com
5
CUT--HERE
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